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Abstract

Nowadays, the Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems

take on great relevance in handling security issues for critical infrastructures as

Internet Service Providers. Basically, a SIEM has two main functions: i) the

collection and the aggregation of log data and security information from dis-

parate network devices (routers, firewalls, intrusion detection systems, ad hoc

probes and others) and ii) the analysis of the gathered data by implementing a

set of correlation rules aimed at detecting potential suspicious events as the pres-

ence of encrypted real-time traffic. In the present work, the authors propose an

enhanced implementation of a SIEM where a particular focus is given to the de-

tection of encrypted Skype traffic by using an ad-hoc developed enhanced probe

(ESkyPRO) conveniently governed by the SIEM itself. Such enhanced probe,

able to interact with an agent counterpart deployed into the SIEM platform, is

designed by exploiting some machine learning concepts. The main purpose of

the proposed ad-hoc SIEM is to correlate the information received by ESkyPRO

and other types of data obtained by an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) probe

in order to make the encrypted Skype traffic detection as accurate as possible.
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1. Introduction

In the era of cyber-terrorism, the IT critical infrastructures have the cru-

cial need for managing a huge amount of security information. In this context,

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) play a key role in the security data handling

process also in accordance with European directives on the lawful interception

and data retention. The Security Information and Event Management (SIEM)

systems, represent an indispensable solution in protecting and monitoring the

assets of a critical infrastructure. Such systems are able to collect, analyze and

aggregate log data from various and heterogeneous nodes in order to discover

security issues. Today, the SIEM architectures are going beyond the classical

security domains and find application also as policy violation control systems

for mobile telecom operators. SIEM market is rapidly growing as highlighted

in a dedicated Gartner technical report [1] showing a comparison between some

SIEM solutions furnished by just as many vendors. The SIEM provides a sin-

gle security point of view and it is typically conceived as a two-zone system:

a Security Information Management (SIM) module designed for log manage-

ment/reporting, and a Security Event Management (SEM) for incident man-

agement and real-time monitoring. As before mentioned, a SIEM is able to

gather and analyze security logs generated by different network devices (often

called probes) such as routers, firewalls, host and network intrusion detection

systems, business applications and so on, in order to perform both inter and

intra-layer security analysis. The former, is achieved by correlating logs belong-

ing to different layers of the OSI model whereas the latter, is accomplished by

correlating the only logs belonging to a specific layer of the OSI model. The log

correlation (performed by correlation engine, the core of the SIEM) is needed

to reveal events as, for example, the presence of encrypted real-time traffic (as

Skype) that in many cases is used to circumvent any kind of legal monitoring

activities. In this work we illustrate a novel (and developed from the scratch)

probe called ESkyPRO (Enhanced Skype traffic Probe) able to reveal the en-

crypted Skype traffic by exploiting a machine learning based approach. The
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paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some related works; Section 3

discusses the SIEM architecture and introduces the new enhanced probe called

ESkyPRO ; in Section 4 we describe the interaction between ESkyPRO and

SIEM core, along with some implementation details. Section 5 provides details

about adopted machine learning-based classification methodologies and sketches

a performance analysis. Section 6 ends the paper by drawing some conclusions.

1.1. Motivation

Network infrastructures are considered a strategic asset for telecommunica-

tion operators that, even for legal issues, have to comply with specific security

policies concerning on one hand, the protection from potential cyber-attacks

[21] and, on the other, the traffic tracking and monitoring as imposed by reg-

ulatory measures. One of these basic policies concerns in denying (or limiting)

encrypted real-time communications between users that result in a lack of legal

control for telecom operators. It is well known that some modern technologies

based on Voice over IP (VoIP) concept as Skype, allow to elude any sort of

tracking activity, by implementing ciphering mechanisms able to be exploited

also by non-skilled users. By starting from the analysis of statistical features

characterizing an encrypted real-time traffic, and then focusing on the popu-

lar Skype protocol, we have designed and developed ESkyPRO, an innovative

probe able to interact with OSSIM [2], an open-source SIEM solution, conve-

niently customized by the authors of the present work. According to the best

knowledge of authors, no similar open-source solutions seem to be present in

literature. For the sake of clarity, the authors want to highlight that, although

the realized probe has been designed to identify Skype traffic, the general prin-

ciples can be extended to all kinds of multimedia encrypted traffic being the

statistical flow features (eg. packet lengths, inter-arrival times etc.) preserved.

2. Related Works

Diverse scientific works concern SIEM as a critical part of an information

security management system. This section is devoted at presenting a non ex-
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haustive excursus about the more relevant literature concerning the aspects we

deal with. In [3], the authors face the issue of bot detection by considering a

local-host alert correlation method and propose to include such a method in the

SIEM capabilities. From an architectural point view, it is interesting the secu-

rity system proposed in [4] based on the integration and cooperation between

the domains of the ISP core infrastructure and the home network. In [5] instead,

the problem of alert correlation has been faced by considering a graph-based at-

tack; in particular, the carried performance analysis shows that the system is

able to correlate a huge number of alerts into a dozens of attack graphs, allow-

ing to extract several attack properties with a good precision. The approach

used in [6] instead, is based on the development of an intrusion-alert correlation

system according to the information included in the raw alerts without using

any predefined knowledge; at this aim, the authors define the concept of alert

partial entropy to find the alert clusters having the same information. From

the perspective of ciphered traffic detection instead, the authors in [7] propose

a machine learning approach to reveal an encrypted WebRTC traffic. In [8]

the authors exploit an association analysis to discover abnormal relationships

between data gathered by SIEM in order to detect malware threats. A collab-

orative approach to improve management and analysis of generated alarms by

a SIEM is instead discussed in [9]. In particular, the authors propose a feder-

ated model where different domains share information about attacks detected

by their own SIEM systems in order to improve the global security of the in-

frastructure. In [10] the focus is on the detection of malicious attackers able

to exploit some information of web servers in a given enterprise. The aim of

the research is to examine various approaches for detecting insider threat ac-

tivities using standard tools and a common event expression framework. An

interesting approach is followed in [11] where statistical models combined with

specific policies to detect cross-cutting security breaches are adopted. In [12],

some security issues of an e-Health infrastructure for management of Electronic

Health Records (EHRs) is debated. In particular, the paper proposes an en-

hanced probe designed to analyze data provided at different layers of the OSI
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model and a secure storage system designed to ensure integrity and unforgeabil-

ity of stored data even if some architectural components are compromised by

faults or attacks. In [13], authors present a novel SIEM system that integrates

a enhanced decision support system and a resilient event storage system. The

novel SIEM is customized for a specific critical infrastructure, namely a hydro-

electric dam. An attack model that affects various portions of the information

technology infrastructure of the hydroelectric dam is used to demonstrate that

the SIEM system can significantly improve the cyber security of the monitored

dam infrastructure. It’s worth noting that today a huge variety of SIEM so-

lutions (74 as stated in [14]) freeware and commercial are available. OSSIM

and Prelude [15] represent the most widely adopted SIEM systems. The for-

mer, provides features as vulnerability and risk assessment, network and host

intrusion detection with file integrity monitoring as well as the the possibility

to write correlation rules in XML format. The latter, uses a correlation engine

based on Python language that allows to write more complex correlation rules

but doesn’t provide risk assessment capabilities. In our paper, we consider the

core of OSSIM infrastructure enriched with new functionalities offered by an

innovative probe for encrypted Skype traffic detection

3. Security Information and Event Management Architecture

The deluge of IT services offered by the ISPs, makes it necessary to design

such infrastructures taking into account a certain number of security require-

ments. In order to protect critical systems as a Service Provider (or a part of

it) or a corporate infrastructure, it is possible to exploit the capabilities of a

SIEM. One of the main purposes a SIEM should accomplish, is to find poten-

tial correlations among logs generated at the network level (routers, firewalls,

etc.) and logs generated by applications, in order to detect sophisticated secu-

rity issues that could potentially pass unnoticed by individual security devices.

Additionally, SIEMs can take actions and trigger incident response procedures

upon detection of a security issue. Most currently available SIEM systems pro-
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Figure 1: A classical architecture of a SIEM system.

vide the same basic features, except specific ones proposed by vendors. The role

of a SIEM system begins to be critical as the enterprise networks start growing

due to the addition of new devices, applications, or employees, and the number

of events generated also boosts. However, operating large-scale SIEM systems

require a large budget. A typical management platform in fact might cost US

$80,000, and an archival database might cost US $20,000 as reported in [16].

As previously clarified, we have implemented a customized version of OSSIM

SIEM in order to detect encrypted Skype traffic. In Figure 1 we depict a very

common architecture of a SIEM, by identifying the essential components:

• Server : represents the core component of the whole deployment, in charge

of collecting and processing the logs coming from the external world on

behalf of the correlation engine.

• DataBase: stores all the data for the analysis and runtime configuration

of the SIEM itself (basic modules configuration, taxonomies, asset tables

and so forth).
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• FrontEnd : a console providing a user interface to the server. It furnishes

to the security administrator a visual panel aimed both at controlling the

single component configuration and at analyzing the security of the system

under monitoring by means of dedicated dashboards.

• Probes : a collection of sensors deployed within the monitored infrastruc-

ture. Typical examples of probes include perimeter defense systems (fire-

walls and intrusion prevention systems), host sensors (e.g. host IDSs) or

security applications (web firewalls and authentication systems).

• Agents : the counterparts of probes embedded in the server, and able to

convert heterogeneous logs generated by different probes, in logs with the

same syntax and a specific semantic.

A probe can be deployed as a software or hardware element able to retrieve

information from IT components such as routers, firewalls, web servers, anti-

virus systems, intrusion detectors, in order to produce analyzable logs. Typi-

cally, probes work in two modes: active and passive. In the active mode, the

monitored IT component is not able to generate logs, so the probe needs to ac-

tively retrieve information by performing specific queries. In the passive mode,

on the contrary, the monitored component is able to generate and send logs to

the probe so no ad-hoc queries are needed. Once logs are retrieved, each probe

can perform preliminary security analyses by leveraging such information. In

case of a security issue, an alert is generated by the probe itself and an infor-

mational log is sent to the corresponding agent representing the entry point of

the SIEM architecture. Three specific activities can be fulfilled by agents: nor-

malization, aggregation and filtering. Normalization is performed by peculiar

parsers and concerns a process to manipulate logs and alerts delivered by probes,

in order to exhibit homogeneous data formats towards the server. Aggregation

and filtering are exploited to reduce the logs volume aimed at simplifying the

whole log analysis process. The server has a module called correlation engine

involved in the correlation rules processing; it includes a certain number of direc-

tives describing how to detect the most significant well-known security breaches.
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The purpose of the aforementioned engine is to check such rules in order to find

suspicious relationships among logs and to raise alarms if those conditions are

matched. In the following subsections we describe two probes involved dur-

ing the encrypted Skype flows revealing process. The first one is Snort [17], a

well-assessed Intrusion Detection System, whereas the second is ESkyPRO, the

novel and realized from the scratch probe. In Section 5, some details about the

cooperation between two probes will be provided.

3.1. SNORT - Intrusion Detection System

Snort is an open source intrusion detection system able to monitor and

protect some strategic assets of an infrastructure [18]. The Snort architecture

consists of the following modules: i) packet decoder, ii) preprocessors, iii) de-

tection engine, iv) logging/alerting system and v) output modules. The packet

decoder, representing the entry point of Snort, captures data packets from dif-

ferent interfaces (e.g. Ethernet, PPP) and prepares them to be processed by

detection engine. Preprocessors are dedicated plug-ins used by Snort to manage

data packets in order to perform some preliminary security analyses as detecting

anomalies within packets header. Another role in charge of a preprocessor is

the packet fragmentation devoted at dividing a packet having an MTU (Maxi-

mum Transfer Unit) greater than 1500 bytes, in more sub-packets that need to

be reassembled before applying any kind of rule. Detection engine is a crucial

and time-critical component of the whole Snort architecture designed to detect

a potential intrusion activity after a rule match has occurred. A Snort rule

includes some statements describing the patterns to analyze (type of protocol,

header fields, payload information etc.) in a data packet; if packets match these

rules some actions can be taken (e.g. alert, logging, dropping etc.). Output

modules at last, provide logs in a specific format (typically Syslog) that will be

forwarded to a remote server (the SIEM in our case) for further analyses.

3.2. ESkyPRO: Enhanced Skype traffic Probe

A very appealing probe realized on the basis of a previous work [19] and

embedded in the proposed SIEM infrastructure, has the main purpose of re-
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vealing in a statistical manner the Skype ciphered traffic. Skype is a VoIP

application that allows to exploit some multimedia services [20] as voice/video

communication, chat and file transfer by encrypting the end-to-end flow [22].

Even if the communication between users is established using a traditional

end-to-end IP paradigm, Skype can also provide a routing mechanism towards

a super node to facilitate the traversal of NATs and firewalls systems. A super

node is an entity preserving the Skype overlaying network; in this scenario four

types of peer-to-peer communications are allowed: client to client, client to super

node, client to login server (for user credential management) or super node to

super node. At the time of connection, Skype is able to choose a random port

on the user host to send data traffic thus preventing the exploitation of filters

using a port-based admission criterion. The unique piece of information usable

for detection purposes is related to the login phase that can be divided in four

steps [23]:

1. Scanning Super Nodes: the Skype client sends a UDP datagram (with size

that typically lies between 25 and 39 bytes) to super nodes with value of

0x02 in the position 12 and it does not change with connections, packet

times and version.

2. Connecting to super nodes: receiving the first response by super node,

the Skype client tries to establish a TCP connection with the aforemen-

tioned node through a randomly selected port. The super node involved

is referred to as the servant super node of the Skype client.

3. Connecting to conn.skype.com: after establishing the connection, the Skype

client sometimes sends an HTTP request to 80 port of conn.skype.com web

server in order to get the latest version of Skype.

4. Login on servers: the login servers store the account information of users.

The Skype client makes user authentication and obtains the buddy list

during this step. The connection to the login server is, in some cases,

relayed through a super node and therefore invisible.

Except for this initial login phase, the whole Skype traffic is not in clear. In
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order to statistically characterize the traffic, some studies [24] suggest to use a

variety of intrinsic features of Skype flows, namely: packet length, inter-arrival

time and number of packets in forward and backward directions. By taking

into account some of these features, ESkyPRO has been designed according a

supervised machine learning-based approach aimed at discriminating the Skype

traffic from the Normal (namely not Skype) traffic. It is well known that in a

supervised learning model two phases are typically considered [25]:

• Training: the learning phase in charge of examining a set of labeled data

(training dataset) and building a classification model; in this specific case,

the Skype probe has been ”trained” with separate Skype and Normal

traces.

• Testing: the model built in the training phase is used to classify new

unknown instances (Skype and Normal in our case).

The first step is to characterize the traffic flows on behalf of some attributes

(or features), aimed at building an adequate training dataset. Such features,

collected in a vector (say F), are enumerated as follows:

• Proto: Transport Level protocol type (TCP,UDP);

• AvgLgt: average of packet lengths;

• StdLgt: standard deviations of packet lengths;

• MinLgt, MaxLgt: minimum and maximum packets lengths;

• AvgIAT: average of inter-arrival times

• StdIAT: standard deviation of inter-arrival times.

• MinIAT, MaxIAT: minimum and maximum inter-arrival times;

From an architectural perspective, ESkyPRO can be represented as in Figure 2

and includes the following modules:
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Figure 2: Logical architecture of ESkyPRO.

• A Sensor module (based on well known pcap libraries) aimed at sensing

the data traffic.

• A Data Processor able to normalize the data received by the sensor.

• A Training Dataset including pre-loaded Skype and Normal traces char-

acterized in terms of defined attributes.

• Two modules (Training and Classifier) built on behalf of Weka APIs im-

plementing the core of the classification algorithm and whose output is a

boolean value Skype/Normal.

The implemented probe works in a quasi-real-time fashion. A sliding window

mechanism with a tunable period (5 minutes for test purposes) allows to gather

the unknown traffic coming from the sensor; such a traffic is then passed to

the classifier module. The classification phase follows a two-step approach:

first, some algorithms are applied by taking into account the training dataset

embedded in the probe, and then a majority voting procedure allows to combine

in an efficient way the classifiers outcomes. Before considering in depth the

classification strategies, let us discuss more in details the interaction between

ESkyPRO and the SIEM infrastructure.
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4. ESkyPRO and OSSIM integration

In this section we discuss about the integration of ESkyPRO with the SIEM

core. Basically, the communication between the probe and OSSIM core is guar-

anteed by a socket-based channel. In particular, ESkyPRO establishes a TCP

connection towards OSSIM server on port 40001 and, after the handshake phase

is completed, sends the following message to OSSIM server:

Connect id="1" type="web" version="3.1.4"

hostname="ossim-server" tzone="1"

Once OSSIM receives such a message, it replies with:

Ok id=1

Thus, the new connection is established and OSSIM server is ready to com-

municate with ESkyPRO. The next step concerns the adaptation of logs format

generated by ESkyPRO in compliance with logs managed by OSSIM system. In

particular, an OSSIM event message could contain the attributes described in

Table 1. The fields plugin id and plugin sid concern respectively the identifier

of the probe that sent the event message and the type of event itself and are

both mandatory. The fields protocol, src ip, src port and dst ip, dst port contain

network information about the protocol (protocol) used to attempt/establish a

communication between a source host (src ip, src port) and a destination host

(dst ip, dst port). The nine fields (userdata 1...userdata 9 ) are used to insert

additional information, namely, information about the application under mon-

itor or user data, that can be exploited by the correlation engine to perform

security analyses. Table 2 describes the attributes contained in a log message

generated by ESkyPRO. Accordingly, a new agent has been created and de-

ployed into OSSIM backend platform, aimed at mapping the logs generated by
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Attribute Description

plugin id Probe identifier

plugin sid Event type

type Type of the probe (detector or mon-

itor)

date Event generation date provided by

the probe

sensor IP address of the probe involved in

the event generation

interface Name of the network interface (e.g.

eth0)

priority Event priority defines the impor-

tance of the event and it is used for

the risk calculation

protocol Communication protocol used (e.g.

TCP or UDP)

src ip,

src port

IP address and port number of host

source that attempts a communica-

tion with a host destination

dst ip, IP address and port number

dst port of the host destination

log Original or raw log

userdata 1

... user-

data 9

These fields are used to store user

information useful to perform a

complex security analysis

Table 1: Attributes contained in the OSSIM event message.

ESkyPRO probe and OSSIM events. In particular, the new agent exploits the

following regular expression:

regexp="ipAddr=(?P<userdata1>[^,]+),

.*timestamp=(?P<userdata2>[^,]+).*")
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Attribute Description

ipAddr IP address of the host involved in a

Skype session

timestamp Timestamp indicates when skype

session was performed

Table 2: Attributes contained in a log message generated by ESkyPRO probe.

Such a regular expression extracts the fields ipAddr and timestamp from each

log generated by ESkyPRO and maps them into fields userdata1 and userdata2

of the OSSIM event message as shown in Table 1. The main purpose of such

an operation is to obtain normalized logs aimed at preparing the correlation

engine embedded in the OSSIM platform, to manage various messages received

by different deployed probes.

4.1. Probes cooperation

We are going to explain how the enhanced SIEM is able to detect an en-

crypted Skype traffic by correlating the logs produced by Snort and ESkyPRO

probes described respectively in Section 3.1 and in Section 3.2.

As a representative scenario, we consider an ISP interested in detecting en-

crypted Skype traffic for two good reasons: i) monitoring the usage of limited

network resources; ii) being compliant to some specific regulatory laws. As be-

fore mentioned, our testbed includes a customized implementation of OSSIM

SIEM and two probes, namely Snort and ESkyPRO. In order to better under-

stand the steps performed by every component, a sequence diagram has been

depicted in Figure 3. Snort probe is used to continuously monitor DNS (Domain

Name System) queries performed by any host in order to detect if a login phase

to the Skype server occurred that, we recall, it represents the unique information

in clear travelling on the network. It is worth noting that such an event (the

login phase), doesn’t entail an ongoing Skype call. The corresponding Snort

rule to track the event is:
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Figure 3: Sequence Diagram describing the Skype detection procedure.

alert tcp any any -> any any (content:

"conn.skype.com"; msg: "skype login

attempt"; sid:1030; rev:1)

The rule instructs the Snort probe to monitor the connection from any IP

address and port towards any IP destination and port over the TCP protocol

and contains the keyword conn.skype.com denoting a common request auto-

matically initiated by the client during the Skype server login phase. The rule

also reports a signature identifier (1030 in this case) and an informational mes-

sage skype login attempt. In case of the rule is ”fired”, namely, a specific host

initiating the login phase has been intercepted, the correlative Syslog message

including the intercepted host IP address and the timestamp of the performed

request will be generated in the following form:
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Syslog Snort log: {syslog} Mon Jan

16:11:50 CET 2017 INFO SnortSkypeAttach

ipAddr=192.168.1.200#timestamp=16:11:45

Such a message contains a login request to the Skype server by the host

having the address 192.168.1.200.

This preliminary operation performed by Snort probe, lets ESkyPRO able to

monitor the only IP address involved in a potential Skype call with considerable

saving of computational resources.

Once the SIEM correlation engine received the Syslog message from Snort,

it calculates a numerical value called Risk, a metric providing useful information

about the overall security state of the infrastructure. The risk value R associated

to an event, lies in the range [0-10] and it is calculated by the following formula:

R =
(Asset Value) ∗ (Event Priority) ∗ (Event Reliability)

25

where:

• Asset Value (0-5) takes into account the asset as hosts, host groups, net-

works and network groups;

• Event Priority (0-5) defines the importance of the event itself;

• Event Reliability (0-10) indicates the probability of a successful attack.

The parameters in the above formula can be tuned by experts of the considered

domain. When the Risk exceeds a defined threshold (say Rth) a security policy

will be activated and some actions will be taken. We recall that the main role of

the correlation engine is to find relationships between logs in order to discover

security breaches. If a security breach occurs, a new log having an updated

value of priority and reliability is generated. Such an operation is specifically

performed by correlation directives, representing one or more correlation rules

defined as logical trees and represented by XML syntax. If a log causes a rule

match, the next rule on the logical tree is evaluated up to the last one.

The structure of the correlation directive used to detect a host performing

a Skype server attach is shown below:
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<directive id="501" name="Skype attach"

priority="5"> <rule type="detector"

name="attach discovery" reliability="3"

occurrence="1" from="ANY" to="ANY"

port_form="ANY" port_to="ANY"

plugin_id="4059" plugin_sid="1">

In the first lines, the identifier, the name of the directive and the numerical

value of the directive priority have been reported; the following lines indicate

the rule type (”detector” indicates a plugin that actively sends information to

the correlation engine) and the rule name; the next lines contain information

about reliability value (3 in this case), occurrence value that indicates how many

times the rule has been matched, the IPs/Ports under monitoring (ANY) and

the identifiers of the probe that generated logs (plugin id = 4059, plugin sid =

1).

Once a directive has been matched, the correlation engine generates a log

called alarm. Assuming an Asset Value of 3, an Event Priority of 5 and Event

Reliability of 3, the alarm Risk Value will be 1.8 and a security policy will

be triggered to activate ESkyPRO by passing the IP address of the host that

attempted the Skype server attach. At this time, ESkyPRO starts to work

waiting for a Skype session.

5. Classification logic in ESkyPRO

ESkyPRO has been developed using a set of Java APIs offered by Weka [26],

an open source framework developed at University of Waikato in New Zealand

providing implementations of some machine learning algorithms. In order to

give a certain degree of flexibility, we embed in our probe a set of 3 classifi-

cation algorithms representative of 3 different classification philosophies whose

outcomes, due to the complementarity of classifiers approach, are combined in

order to provide a better performance [27]. The three exemplary classifiers ex-

ploited in this works are: i) J48 classifier, a decision tree method, ii) the Logistic

classifier, and iii) the Bayesian Network Classifier. Each one of three classifiers
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have its pros and cons but, conveniently combined, they confer a certain robust-

ness to the system. The mixing strategy exploited to obtain a combined result

is the majority voting [28], that appears as effective as it is simple to imple-

ment. In particular, this technique is useful when the individual classifiers give

label outputs and when no huge volumes of data for classifier combinations are

needed [29],[30]. Roughly speaking, the majority voting only accounts for the

most likely class provided by every single classifier by choosing the most frequent

class label, where, aimed at avoiding ties, the number of classifiers involved in

voting is usually odd. We want to highlight that ESkyPRO is absolutely prone

to embody other algorithms as well.

5.1. J48 classifier

A very popular classification algorithm aimed at generating a so called deci-

sion tree based on a set of labeled training data is J48, a Weka’s implementation

of Quinlan C4.5 algorithm [31]. In some recent works [32],[33], J48 algorithm

has been successfully exploited in classifying network traffic into “normal” and

“abnormal” by considering a set of particular features aimed at revealing po-

tential network anomalies with a reasonable accuracy.

The resulting decision tree is a data structure consisting of decision nodes

and leaves; a decision node specifies a test over a selected attribute whereas

a leaf denotes a class value. The test on a continuous attribute A has two

possible outcomes: A ≤ t and A > t where t is a threshold determined at the

node [34]. We recall that, the attributes considered in our scenario are those

listed in Sect. 3.2. The J48 algorithm builds the decision tree with a divide and

conquer strategy that can be summarized as the following general pseudo-code

[35]:

1. Check for base cases;

2. For each attribute X compute the Information Gain;

3. Considered X-best the highest normalized Information Gain attribute, cre-

ate a decision node that splits on X-best ;
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4. Recurse on the sub-lists obtained by splitting on X-best and add those

nodes as children of node.

The Information Gain (IG of an attribute is defined by starting from the concept

of entropy (usually indicated by H), a measure of the impurity of a training

examples collection T that can be expressed as

H(T ) =

c∑

j=1

−pjlog2pj , (1)

where c is the number of classes and pj is the proportion of T belonging to j-th

class. Accordingly, the Information Gain of an attribute X belonging to T is

defined as the reduction in entropy caused by partitioning T according to such

attribute, hence:

IG(T,X) = H(T )−
∑

values(X)

H(Tv)
|Tv|

|T |
, (2)

where i) Tv is the subset of T for which attribute X has value v and ii) |T | and

|Tv| are cardinalities of T and Tv respectively. The lower the entropy, the higher

the value of an attribute and the corresponding Information Gain. A Pro of

J48 classifier concerns the aptitude to interpret the results but as a Con it can

exhibit a noteworthy complexity as the tree depth increases.

5.2. Logistic Classifier

Let us consider a two-class classification problem (as in our case) where ω1

and ω2 are the two admissible classes and where X is a vector. In a probabilistic

setting, the label of the class with highest posterior probability should be chosen,

thus, the classifier would assign x to ω1 if p(ω1|x) > p(ω2|x), to ω2 otherwise.

The logistic classifier [36], [37], assumes a particular model for the class posterior

probabilities, namely

p(ω1|X) = g(βTX) =
1

1 + e(−βTX)
, (3)
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where

g(z) =
1

1 + e−z
(4)

is called sigmoid function or logistic function. As the sum of probabilities must

equal 1, we can also write

p(ω2|X) = 1− g(βTX) =
e(−βTX)

1 + e(−βTX)
. (5)

Fitting a logistic regression model is equivalent to estimate the parameter vec-

tors β by exploiting the maximum likelihood criterion. The aim is to maximize

the data likelihood L defined as

L =

N∏

i=1

p(ω1|xi)
n1(x)p(ω2|xi)

n2(x), (6)

where nk(x) is equal to 1 if x belongs to class ωk and 0 otherwise. Since there is

no closed form solution to maximizing L with respect to β, in general a gradient

descent method is used to solve the problem [38]. In the classical Bias-Variance

dilemma [39], the Logistic classifier exhibits low bias (Pro) but suffers from high

variance (Con).

5.3. Bayesian Network Classifier

A Bayesian Network is a structure in which the attributes are graphically

represented by nodes connected by directed edges having no cycles and forming

a so-called Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The edges represent the relationships

and dependencies between attributes. Let us assume a set Ω of classes ω1, . . . , ωc

and an attribute vector x1, . . . , xn. According to the maximum a posteriori

classification rule, we can write:

Class = argmax
ωj∈Ω

p(ωj |x1, . . . , xn), (7)
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where the term p(ωj |x1, . . . , xn) denotes the posterior probability of having the

class instance ωj given the evidence (x1, . . . , xn). Such a probability can be

rewritten according the Bayes rule as

p(ωj |x1, . . . , xn) =
p(x1, . . . , xn)p(ωj)

p(x1, . . . , xn)
. (8)

Once built up a Bayesian Network, we need an algorithm for learning it. One

of the most popular and used is K2 algorithm proposed in [40]. By starting

from a structure of attributes (nodes), the algorithm processes each node in

turn and greedily considers adding edges from previously processed nodes to

the current node. At each step, K2 adds the edge that maximizes the score

of the network. When no further improvements are possible, the algorithm

turns to the next node. The best resulting network is the one that maximizes

the posterior probability. The Bayesian Network classifier creates a network

equivalent to the one used by Näıve Bayes algorithm when the maximum number

of parents is equal to 1. In this particular case, in fact, the attributes are

considered as statistically independent, resulting in a loss of performances. For

the purposes of this work, the Bayesian Network classifier works by considering

a maximum level hierarchy of 3, in order to account for dependencies among

non-class variables. Bayesian Network classifiers allow to predict class labels

when only partial information about input attributes are available (Pro) but,

on the contrary, require the number of parents as a tuning parameter, that can

result in a performance loss if not adequately chosen (Con).

5.4. Combining results of classifiers: the Majority Voting approach

As previously stated, different classifiers are exploited to catch different be-

haviors of the system resulting in a final decision that takes into account various

perspectives. Finally, all the outcomes are combined according to a majority

voting scheme, whose technical details, are drawn in this section. Let us consider

a classification problem where the feature vector F is associated to one of c pos-

sible classes (ω1, . . . , ωc). Let us suppose R to be the number of classifiers and
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x(i) to be the measurement vector associated to the i − th classifier. Bayesian

Theory allows to state that F can be assigned to class ωj by maximizing the a

posteriori probability, namely

P (ωj |x
(1), . . . , x(R)) = max

k
P (ωk|x

(1), . . . , x(R)). (9)

Besides, according to the Bayes’ Theorem, it is possible to write

P (ωk|x
(1), . . . , x(R)) =

p(x(1), . . . , x(R)|ωk)P (ωk)

p(x(1), . . . , x(R))
, (10)

where p(x(1), . . . , x(R)) represents the unconditional joint probability density

that can be expressed as

p(x(1), . . . , x(R)) =

c∑

j=1

p(x(1), . . . , x(R)|ωj)P (ωj). (11)

This latter corresponds to a representation in terms of conditional distributions.

By assuming that x(i) are statistically independent vectors (assumption verified

in many cases, see e.g. [41]), we can rewrite the joint probability distribution of

measures as

p(x(1), . . . , x(R)|ωk) =

R∏

i=1

p(x(i)|ωk). (12)

Substituting from (12) and (11) into (10) and, in turn, the resulting equation

into (9), we obtain the following decision rule:

P (ωj)

R∏

I=1

p(x(i)|ωj) =
c

max
k=1

P (ωk)

R∏

i=1

p(x(i)|ωk), (13)

that, in terms of a posteriori probabilities can be expressed as:

P (1−R)(ωj)

R∏

i=1

P (ωj|x
(i))

=
c

max
k=1

P (1−R)(ωk)

R∏

i=1

P (ωk|x
(i)). (14)
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Now, under the assumption that the a posteriori probabilities computed by

classifiers would not differ hugely from the respective prior probabilities, we can

write:

P (ωk|x
(i)) = P (ωk)(1 + ǫ

(i)
k ), (15)

with ǫ
(i)
k ≪ 1. Substituting (15) in (14) leads to:

P (1−R)(ωj)

R∏

i=1

P (ωj |x
(i)) = max

k
P (1−R)(ωk)(1 + ǫ

(i)
k ). (16)

By expanding the product and neglecting second (and higher) order terms, it is

possible to approximate the R.H.S. of (16) and obtain:

P (ωk)

R∏

i=1

(1 + ǫ
(i)
k ) = P (ωk) + P (ωk)

R∑

i=1

ǫ
(i)
k . (17)

The substitution of (17) and (15) in (14) allows to obtain the following decision

rule

(1−R)P (ωj) +

R∑

i=1

P (ωj |x
(i)) =

c
max
k=1

[(1 −R)P (ωk) +

R∑

i=1

P (ωk|x
(i))]. (18)

Let us now assume that all classes are a priori equiprobable and that a posteriori

probabilities (say expert outputs) are hardened to produce binary values δ
(i)
k so

that δ
(i)
k = 1 if P (ωk|x

(i)) = maxmj=1 P (ωj |x
(i)) and zero otherwise, the majority

will result in a decision for ωj if

R∑

i=1

δ
(i)
j =

c
max
k=1

R∑

i=1

δ
(i)
k . (19)
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It is possible to observe that for each class ωk the sum on the R.H.S. of (19)

counts the votes received for this hypothesis from individual classifiers. There-

fore, the class receiving the largest number of votes, is chosen as the majority

decision.

5.5. System Performance

It is worth recalling that the core of ESkyPRO is represented by a decision

system that i) combines the outcomes of three classification algorithms by ex-

ploiting a majority voting rule and, ii) reveals a potential ongoing Skype flow

once a specific threshold value is exceeded. Such a threshold, is strongly related

to performance of majority voting algorithm, thus, this section is devoted at

assessing a performance evaluation both for the three separate classifiers (J48,

Logistic and Bayesian Network classifier) and for the Majority Voting classifier

that acts as a fusion system. All the algorithms have been tested on experi-

mental data gathered from lab trials by exploiting a popular open-source data

sniffer. The collected traffic amounts to about 50 MBytes of Skype flows (30

Skype sessions) and about 50 MBytes of standard traffic with different proto-

cols (HTTP, FTP, Streaming). The resulting training set is obtained offline by

extracting from the bulk of collected traffic some features (see Sect. 3.2) that

are then embodied in a vector containing 1292 instances labeled with Skype

and Normal tags. The performance results of various algorithms obtained by

exploiting the aforementioned training set are summarized in Table 3. The True

Positive Rate (TP Rate) and the False Positive Rate (FP Rate), indicate re-

spectively the proportion of positive cases that were correctly classified and the

proportion of negative cases that were incorrectly classified as positive, given a

specific class (Skype or Normal). The MAE (Mean Absolute Error) is a mea-

sure of the average magnitude of the errors whereas the RMSE (Root Mean

Squared Error) represents the squared and averaged difference between the ex-

pected and the observed samples. It is worth noting that the performances of

various classifiers are enough balanced. For example, J48 exhibits the worst

value of TP Rate for Skype class while outperforms other classifiers in terms of
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Figure 4: ROC Curves and Areas under ROC (AUC) for the three considered classifiers (J48,

Logistic, Bayesian Networks) and the resulting majority vote-based classifier.

TP Rate for Normal class. Being a mix of different techniques, the Majority

Voting classifier sometimes outperforms its contributor classifiers, but, at other

times, underperforms them.

Figure 4 reports a set of curves stemming from the Receiver Operating Char-

acteristic (ROC) analysis, aimed at investigating the relationship between false

positive rate (FPR) measures and true positive rate (TPR) measures. ROC

analysis [42] is exploited in many applications to address issues as determining

a decision threshold minimizing the error rate, or characterizing regions where

a classifier performs better than another one. As a threshold value used to

take a decision about a potential ongoing Skype traffic, ESkyPRO considers

the Area under ROC (AUC), a statistical indicator representing the probability

that a randomly picked negative example have a smaller estimated probabil-

ity of belonging to the positive class than a randomly picked positive example
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J48 Classifier

Class TP Rate FP Rate MAE RMSE

Skype 0.842 0.015
0.0765 0.2206

Normal 0.985 0.158

Logistic Classifier

Class TP Rate FP Rate MAE RMSE

Skype 0.856 0.047
0.1204 0.243

Normal 0.953 0.144

Bayesian Network Classifier

Class TP Rate FP Rate MAE RMSE

Skype 0.853 0.041
0.0739 0.2458

Normal 0.959 0.147

Majority Voting Classifier

Class TP Rate FP Rate MAE RMSE

Skype 0.834 0.025
0.0642 0.2535

Normal 0.975 0.166

Table 3: Classification results by applying various techniques. The outcomes concern i) True

Positive (TP) Rate, ii) False Positive (FP) Rate, iii) Mean Absolute Error (MAE), iv) Root

Mean Squared Error (RMSE).

[43]. This indicator that provides a ”summary” of a classifier performance, has

been often adopted as a performance measure in medical trials, but recently has

been proven to exhibit more precise outcomes than the accuracy in evaluating

machine learning algorithms [44]. In particular, when coping with imbalanced

datasets, the AUC outperforms the accuracy being the latter not able to distin-

guish between the number of correctly classified examples of different classes.

The legend in Fig. 4, reports the AUC values for the considered classification

algorithms. The larger AUC, the better the classifier’s performance (AUC=1

means the classifier works perfectly). A completely random classifier, namely

a classifier whose decision is based on a coin flip, exhibits AUC=0.5 and it is
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depicted with a dashed blue line. As visible in Fig. 4, Majority Voting rule

exhibits lower performances than other classifiers (AUC=0.905). This is due to

the fact that all contributor classifiers (J48, Logistic, Bayesian Networks) are

considered equally good and, if there are two of them giving the same incorrect

label to a specific instance, the majority voting rule would favor the incorrect

decisions [45]. This underperforming behavior is expected when combining clas-

sifiers implementing different philosophies but, on the contrary, it allows to build

a robust threshold that allows ESkyPRO to properly work by considering more

”point of views”. Such a threshold, in fact, encounters on one hand, the need

of being not too strict (AUC too close to 1) so as not to miss Skype flows that

slightly differ from the expected behavior, and on the other hand, of being not

too loose (AUC too close to 0.5) in order to avoid the computational burden of

the whole system, due to the false positives growth. Accordingly, we elect the

AUC value of the Majority Voting classifier as a threshold (AUCth) that, when

overcame, allows ESkyPRO to detect the presence of an ongoing Skype session.

Aimed at offering a visual sketch of specific classification errors, we choose two

”pivot” features that typically cover a key role in characterizing multimedial

flows as Skype, namely the packet lengths and the inter-arrival times. Figure 5

reports this kind of analysis for all the different classifying strategies. Each plot

reports on the y-axis the two predicted classes: Skype traffic and Normal traffic.

A blue cross symbol indicates that a specific instance has been correctly classi-

fied, whereas, a red circle symbol denotes a misclassified instance. As a general

trend, it is possible to highlight two facts. First, the points representing packet

lengths of Skype flows tend to thicken around the x-axis origin whereas, the

points related to packet lengths of Normal flows tend to move. This expected

behavior is in line with a typical multimedia (e.g. Skype) session, character-

ized by forwarding small-sized packets, thus resulting more flexible in managing

packet losses. Second, the points representing Skype inter-arrival times tend to

be closer to x-axis origin as expected for a real-time flow, while, are spread over

the x-axis in case of Normal traffic. As confirmed by values shown in Table 3,

no dramatic differences between the classifiers exist in terms of performances.
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Figure 5: Classification errors in terms of Packet lengths (bytes) and Interarrival times (msec)

for: J48 Classifier (a), Logistic Classifier (b), Bayesian Network Classifier (c), Majority Voting

(combining all the classifiers) Classifier (d). Blue cross symbols identify the correctly classified

instances while red circle symbols identify misclassified instances.
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5.6. Detection procedure: the system at work

As previously clarified, the main outcome of classification engine embedded

in ESkyPRO, is a numerical value corresponding to the AUC value of Majority

Voting classifier indicated by AUCth. Such a value in fact, is used as a threshold

value that, when overcame, forces the probe to advise the SIEM via Syslog

message, that a Skype session has been detected. The Syslog message carries

some informational parameters and turns up as follows:

Syslog ESkyPRO log: {syslog} Mon Jan 30

19:25:23 CET 2017 INFO SkypeSession

ipAddr=192.168.1.200#timestamp=19:25:30

Such a message contains the IP address of the host involved in a Skype

session, a time stamp and an informational message. Once the SIEM receives

this message, the following correlation directive will be activated:

<directive id="501" name="Skype session

detection" priority="5"> <rule type=

"detector" name="Skype session detected"

reliability="5" occurrence="1" from="ANY"

to="ANY" port_form="ANY" port_to="ANY"

plugin_id="4060" plugin_sid="1">

The accomplishment of such a directive triggers a new alarm with an updated

risk value of R=(3*5*5)/25=3 and a message is sent to the information center

of SIEM (e.g. an administrator) that can decide to intervene and suggesting the

best actions to perform. It is worth noting that all numerical parameters used

in this work have been tuned on the basis of the experience of technical experts

but the system offers the possibility to tune such parameters if necessary.

In order to better organize and summarize the overall procedures, an algo-

rithmic representation of Skype detection processing performed by the SIEM

with the ESkyPRO probe embedded is shown in the Algorithmic Procedure 1.
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Algorithmic Procedure 1: Skype traffic detection

Input: Packet Flows

IDS initialization;

while flow contains ”conn.skype.com” do

calculate Risk R;

if R ≥ Rth then

activate ESkyPRO to evaluate AUC;

if AUC ≥ AUCth then

Arise an alarm

end

end

continue the inspection;

end

6. Conclusions

In the era of the network data deluge, there is an ever increasing need in

managing security logs information coming from network devices. A Security

Information and Event Management (SIEM) system exploits such data in or-

der to provide a prevention plan aimed at securing data networks. Typically, a

SIEM includes i) a Database aimed at collecting the main logs coming from the

network probes and ii) a Correlation Engine in charge of discover potential rela-

tionships among the gathered logs. In the present work, we introduce ESkyPRO,

a statistical network probe developed from the scratch and embedded on be-

half of an agent counterpart in a customized version of OSSIM, an open source

SIEM platform. An Intrusion Detection Probe based on a Snort implementa-

tion, acts as a preliminary trigger aimed at activating ESkyPRO to monitor

a particular IP address. Such a novel probe, includes a classification engine

that takes advantage of machine learning techniques to reveal encrypted Skype

traffic, traditionally impossible to detect by using classical intrusion detection

analysis due to the absence of well recognizable patterns. More specifically,
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such an engine implements three different classifiers (J48, Logistic and Bayesian

Networks) whose outcomes are combined by leveraging a Majority Voting tech-

nique in order to strengthen the classification procedure. The performance of

Majority Voting classifier has been captured by means of Area Under ROC

(AUC) indicator, whose value has been elected as a threshold parameter letting

ESkyPRO to recognize an ongoing Skype session. Future works will be aimed

to consider on the one hand, other network probes to involve in the encrypted

traffic detection process and on the other hand, a wider class of algorithms to

be included in ESkyPRO with a special focus on the distributed ones.
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